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**A. POLICY**

The Department may allow utilization of temporary construction power through the main electrical building service for single family dwellings only. The intent of this policy is to provide a power source for the construction of the building without having to use a temporary power pole.

**B. PROCEDURE**

**Requirements:**

1. Active building and electrical permits for the dwelling must be issued prior to utilizing the option for temporary power through the main electrical building service.

2. Authorization for temporary power shall be requested and approved prior to any framing being placed for the residence and will not be granted after roof sheathing and shear inspections have been approved.


4. Dwellings cannot be occupied until all inspections are approved and permanent power is authorized.

**Process:**

1. Applicant must complete an Authorization for Temporary Construction Power (ATCP) through the Main Electrical Building Service for Single Family Dwellings form. A single form may be used to list multiple permits at a tract at the same phase of construction (See FIG-E-008).

2. Once the electrical panel has been installed, the applicant must request inspections for temporary construction power and an electrical meter tag.

3. Applicant must provide the original copy of the signed ATCP form and a copy of their agreement with the serving utility to the Inspector at the time of inspections.

4. The Inspector will verify active permits at the time of inspections.

5. Inspections will be performed, and if approved, a permanent electrical meter tag will be issued.

6. After the meter tag has been issued, the serving utility may energize the electrical service.
7. The Inspector will place the ATCP form and serving utility agreement in a designated inbox located in the Inspection Division clerical area for forwarding to the Building Records Office.

8. Computer entries shall be recorded in accordance with established inspection procedures.

9. The Building Records Office will scan and index the ATCP form and serving utility agreement so that they become part of the permanent history.
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